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1. Introduction and summary. It is well known that the six-dimensional

sphere S6 admits the structure of an almost complex manifold [8; 23, pp.

209-217]. The standard way to exhibit this structure is to imbed S6 as the

unit sphere in the Euclidean 7-space A7 and to consider the latter as the space

of "purely imaginary" Cayley numbers, then using the multiplicative prop-

erties of the Cayley algebra applied to the tangent space at each point of S6.

Ehresmann and Libermann [9] and Eckmann and Frolicher [7] showed that

this particular almost complex structure is not derivable from a complex

analytic one.

In the present paper we show (§4) that the algebraic properties of the

imaginary Cayley numbers induce an almost complex structure on any ori-

ented, differentiable hypersurface 9CCA7 just as in the case of the unit sphere.

The necessary and sufficient conditions for the almost complex structure thus

obtained in 9C to be integrable (i.e. derivable from a complex analytic one) are

then calculated, and one sees that no closed hypersurface can satisfy these

conditions everywhere; there do exist, however, many open hypersurfaces

beside the hyperplanes that satisfy the integrability conditions (Theorem 6).

In §5 we construct some special examples of hypersurfaces satisfying the

integrability condition, with the additional property of being covering spaces

(preserving the complex analytic structure under the covering transforma-

tions) of compact, complex manifolds. This new method of constructing

compact, complex manifolds provides the first known counterexamples of the

two following conjectures: (a) Are the Chern characteristic classes of a com-

pact, complex analytic manifold uniquely determined by the real differenti-

able structure and the orientation? (b) If a compact, complex manifold is

differentiably homeomorphic to a Kahler manifold, does it admit a Kahler

metric?

The integrability condition for an almost complex manifold is given by

the vanishing of a certain torsion tensor, which can be expressed, if the almost

complex structure is induced by an imbedding as a hypersurface in the Cayley

space, in terms of the second fundamental form. It would be interesting to
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investigate the integral properties of this torsion tensor for closed hypersur-

faces of the Cayley space in order to find out if there are any functionals that

are invariant under differentiable isotopy. The discovery of such a functional

would be a first step toward finding some conditions under which a given,

nonintegrable almost complex structure on a manifold is homotopic to an

integrable one, an important problem, which is as tempting as it is elusive.

To be more specific, it is still unknown whether the sphere 56 or any product

manifold V2XS4 (*U2 = any closed, orientable surface) admit any complex

analytic structure. These manifolds admit an almost complex structure, since

they can be imbedded in R7; on the other hand we know that the almost com-

plex structure of the product manifolds S1XS6 and S3XS3 induced by im-

bedding them in the Cayley space are homotopic to integrable ones, since

the manifolds are known to admit complex analytic structures [16; 2], and

since their second homology groups are trivial, whence (cf. [8]) all almost

complex structures inducing the same orientation are mutually homotopic.

2. The Cayley space. The term Cayley space denoted by 'y is to be under-

stood as the 7-dimensional space of Cayley numbers whose real part is zero.

The algebraic structure of the Cayley algebra as an alternative division alge-

bra over the real number field can be conveniently described in terms of in-

variants of the Cayley space alone; these invariants are described by opera-

tions that show the analogy of the Cayley space with the Euclidean 3-space

of elementary vector analysis, where the latter is regarded as the space of

purely imaginary quaternions. The notation used is an obvious adaptation

of the Gibbs notation of vector analysis. Thus the Cayley space y is defined

for our purpose axiomatically as follows: y is a real vector space over the

real number field R with the two following operations (we shall denote vec-

tors in *y by capital letters and real scalars by small ones):

(a) a scalar product (also called "inner," or "dot" product) A -B mapping

'yX'y into A

(b) a vector product (also called "cross" product) AXB mapping <yX'i)

into y.

These two binary operations are subject to the following six axioms:

(1) The scalar product A -B is bilinear, and symmetric.

(2) The scalar product A -A is equivalent to a positive definite quadratic

form.

(3) The vector product A XB is bilinear and skew-symmetric.

(4) The two trilinear, real valued functions (AXB)-C and A-(BXC)

are identical, and consequently alternating; their common value is denoted

hereinafter by (ABC) or (A, B, C), and called the triple scalar product:

(2.1) (ABC) = (A X B)-C= A(B X C).

(5) The two trilinear, vector valued functions (AXB)XC-(A ■ C)B

+ (B-C)A and -A X(BXC) + (A ■ C)B- (A -B)C are identical to each other,
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and consequently alternating; their common value is denoted hereinafter by

p4PC] or [A, B, C], and called the triple vector product:

[ABC] = (AX B)XC - (AQB + (BC)A
= - AX(BXC) + (AC)B - (A-B)C.

(6) The triple vector product (2.2) is not identically zero.

The vector space y with the system of axioms just given is then uniquely

determined up to an isomorphism. The structure theorem, whose proof can

be found in [ll; 19; 26; 27] will be stated as follows, without proof.

Theorem 1. A real vector space y with the operation satisfying the six axioms

of a Cayley space is necessarily 7-dimensional; one can select a basis (h, • • •, h)

for y with the two following properties:

(a) is orthonormal with respect to the inner product.

(b) The table of multiplication of the cross products IjXIk is the following

\   k
.   \             1              2              3              4              5              6              7

I_\_
1 0 /,    -It It    -It h    -7,

2 -h      0       7i      /,   -7,   -It      h

3 Ii   -h      0    -J,   -7,      h      h

(2.3)           It Xh=      4     -76   -7,      h      0       7i      72   -7,

b        h      Ii      h   -7,      0    -7,   -h

6 -Ii      h   -h   -Ii      I3      0       7i

7 h   -It   -Ia      h      Ii   -h      0

For the purpose of reference in the sequel a frame (/,■) (j=l, 2, • • • , 7)

satisfying properties (a) and (b) of Theorem 1 is called a canonical frame for

■y. It can be constructed as follows: 7i and Ii are arbitrary, mutually orthog-

onal unit vectors; Iz = IiXh; It is an arbitrary unit vector orthogonal to

7i, 72, 73, and then

76 = 7i X It,       h = IiX It,       h = - Iz X Ii.

The group of automorphisms of the Cayley space "y is isomorphic to the

matrix group of transformations of one canonical frame into another; it is

known to be the exceptional compact, simple Lie group Gi (using E. Cartan's

terminology, [3]). Of this group we need only the following structural prop-

erty, also proved in [l 1 ] and elsewhere.

Theorem 2. The subgroup H of G2 consisting of the automorphisms of y

that leave the vector Ji invariant for a fixed, canonical frame (If) (I^j2£7) is

isomorphic to the group SU(3) of unitary 3X3 matrices with unit determinant.
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To make the isomorphism explicit, let (/,-) and (//) be two canonical

frames such that H —I\. Then any vector f/= zZl-2 a*I* orthogonal to I\

can be represented under a mapping <p by an ordered triple U* of complex

numbers

(2.4) U* = (ui, Ui, u^, where ua = a2a + ia^+i.

The corresponding representation <p' oi U relative to the frame (//) is then

described necessarily by a complex 3X3 matrix as follows:

3

up  = zZ ®PU«
a=l

which, as one can verify directly, is an arbitrary matrix in 5(7(3).

3. Almost complex manifolds. Let 9C = 9C"r) be an re-dimensional, differenti-

able manifold of class C (r^l). We shall review at first some elementary

facts about abstract, differentiable manifolds, while presenting most of the

notations and conventions to be used in the sequel.

A domain in 9C will mean always a connected, open set. We say that a

(real or complex valued) function / in a domain U of 9C is ©'-equivalent to

zero at a point pEU, written / =0 mod 2l(„)(p), if/ is at least of class 6s at

p (0 ^ s ^ r), and if for one (and hence any other) coordinate system

(x1, • ■ • , x") of class 6r atp such that x'(p) =0 (1 ^j^re) we have

f(q) = o( £  \x'(Q) |'j as q-^p, qEU;

in other words / =0 mod 2I(S)(p), if, expressing / analytically in terms of

x1, • • • , x",/vanishes atp together with all partial derivatives of order ^s.

A tangent vector function u of class C* (0 ^ s ^ r — 1) in a domain

l7C9C is defined as a mapping which assigns to any function / of class C8'

(lgs'gr) in a subdomain V of U a function denoted by udf of class C"

(s" =min (s, s' — 1)) in V, called the derivative of/ along u, if the following

properties are satisfied, in terms of constants a, b, and differentiable functions

/, gin VEU [6, pp. 76-79]:
(1) linearity: ud(af+bg)=audf+budg;

(2) u is a derivation: ud(fg) = (udf) -g+f- (udg);

(3) continuity: if/ =0 mod 2la,(p) (pEU), then udf(p)=0.
The tangent vector functions of class C* in any coordinate domain V in 9C

(with coordinates x1, • • • , xn, say) form a free module over the algebra of

functions of class 6* in V, spanned linearly by the re vector functions

ey (l^j^re) defined by

(3.1) ejdf = df/dx>\

To any function/of class as least C1 in a domain U oi X one can naturally

assign its differential df, considered as a covariant vector, i.e. as a linear func-
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tional over the tangent vectors at each point of U with values defined by the

mapping df: u^udf. The covariant vectors in any coordinate domain V

with coordinates x1, • • • , xn form an re-dimensional free module over the

functions in V, dual to the module of tangent vectors, spanned by the differ-

entials dx1, • • • , dxn, the latter constituting the dual base to the base (ef)

of tangent vectors. Thus, if udxi = ui, then u= 2"-i M*e» and, f°r anv func-

tion/of class Cl

udf = 2-i u -"
t-i       dx*

A linear operator(2) T of class 6s (O^s^r—1) in a domain 7JC9C is an

endomorphism of the space of tangent vectors at each point of U, such that,

if u is a vector function of class 6s' (O^s'^s) in any subdomain F of U,

then its image under T, written as uT, is a vector of class &' in V. We re-

gard a linear operator T as synonymous with its adjoint, properly denoted by

T*, the latter defined to be the endomorphism of the module of differentials,

T*:df-+T*df, such that

T*df: u -> u(T*df) = (uT)df.

This way of writing allows us to drop the asterisk on T* without ambiguity:

thus we may write (uT)df= u(Tdf) more simply uTdf. Every linear operator

T in this sense can be identified with the tensor of rank 2, covariant in the

first argument, contravariant in the second, to which it corresponds in a

natural way. In particular we denote by 1 the identity linear operator.

Definition 3.1. A space 9C is called an almost complex manifold of class C,

if it is a differentiate manifold (also denoted by 9C) of class Cr+I with a linear

operator J on the tangent vectors, defined and continuous of class C on the whole

manifold, satisfying the operator equation

(3.2) J2 = - 1.

An almost complex manifold is even-dimensional. In fact, if we recall

that the determinant of a linear transformation is a scalar point function,

and if the dimension of an almost complex manifold 9C is re, we have

(-1)" = det (-1) = det (J2) = (det (/))2 ^ 0,

whence ( — 1)B = 1, or n = 2m.

By an elementary inductive process one can construct in a neighborhood

of any point of an almost complex manifold 9C a local frame (basis) for the

module of tangent vectors ei, • • • , e2m of class C (ordinarily unrelated to

the frames defined in terms of the coordinates, (3.1)), such that

(2) Here and in the rest of the article all linear transformations of contravariant vectors

will be considered as operations on the right; all numerical representations of contravariant vec-

tors will be considered as one-row, many-column matrices.
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(3.3) ejJ = (- l)*»ey (/ - j - (-1)'; 1 £ j g 2m):

in other words the frame (e,) is characterized by the property that its image

under / is given respectively by (e2, —ei, e4, — e3, • • • , e2m, — e2m_i): A local

frame (e;) for the tangent vectors which satisfies (3.3) is then called adapted

to J; we shall denote by 11 the aggregate consisting of any domain U in an

almost complex manifold X of class C together with a frame (e,-) of tangent

vectors of class C in U adapted to /; "\L is then called a local frame system.

For each local frame system It we define a 1-to-l linear representation

^=ip% of the module of tangent vectors in any subdomain VEU (and by

the same token of the vector space of tangent vectors at any pointpE U) onto

the rez-dimensional module of complex-valued functions in V (respectively,

onto the space Cm of ordered ?re-uples of complex numbers) by defining for

any tangent vector u = ZJj-i a'ei m V (resp. at p) the m components of its

image u* = (u1, • • • , um):

(3.4) W = a2"-1 + ia2a       (i = (- 1)1/2; 1 £ a 5 m).

It is easy to verify that for any tangent vector u (at a point in or in a sub-

domain of a frame system adapted to /) we have

(3.5) (ujy = i(u+) = (iu\ • • • , ium).

Any other local frame system 11'= { [/', (e/)} adapted to J, and such that

U' meets U, is related to 'U in UC\ U' by a linear transformation of the follow-

ing type:

m

e20-l   =   Z^   0?£e2a-l   +   0pe2a)>

tn

e'y = zZ ( — fye2«-i + »?Je2a) (1 ^ ft ^ m),
a—1

or by the easily understandable formal abbreviation:

m

(3.6') e23_i — ie'v = zZ iv" + i0°)(e2a-i — ieia) (1 ^ ft ^ m),
a—1

where the complex matrix 0 = (j7Jj+i0Js) is nonsingular and of class C in

c7nZ7'.
If the representation of the tangent vector module onto the module of

ordered, complex w-uples corresponding to Ii' is denoted by $' =$%', then

for any tangent vector u = z2*-i a'ei = IZli-i oJ'e'i in U(~\ U' we have the

following relation, easily derived from (3.4) and (3.6), between the two repre-

sentations u*=(ux, ■ ■ ■ , um) and u*' = (un, • • ■ , u'm) of u:

m

(3.7) u   = zZ u' (vp + ie») (a = 1. 2, • • • , m).
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Thus one concludes that the nonsingular transformation matrices connecting

one representation \p of a local frame system 11 adapted to / with another are

precisely the nonsingular, complex mXm matrices

(3.7') 0=(^+4);

furthermore the determinant of the matrix function carrying (ei, • • • , e2m)

into (ei, • • • , e2m) is identically equal to | det (0) |2, which is positive, prov-

ing that any two frames adapted to / are similarly oriented. Thus we have

shown that every almost complex manifold is necessarily orientable.

Until now we have considered J as an operator on tangent vectors alone.

It is useful to extend the domain of action of J not only to the covariant vec-

tors, but to the whole algebra of tensor functions in EC as well; this is done

under the following postulates:

(a) / is the identity on all scalars and scalar densities.

(b) / is a linear operator mapping the space of all tensors of any given

type into itself.

(c) J is distributive with respect to tensor multiplication.

The existence and uniqueness of the extension of / from acting on con-

travariant and covariant vectors to arbitrary tensors is an elementary exer-

cise: we shall only remark in this connection that / is commutative with ten-

sor transposition (permutation of factors in tensor products), and as a conse-

quence of (3.2) is anti-commutative with simple contraction (contraction of a

single contravariant argument with a covariant one): thus, if W is a tensor,

P:IF-^P[lF] a simple contraction, and J:W—>J[W] the action of the ex-

tended operator /, then JP[W]= — PJ[W]. In particular, if we denote by

J\ the tensor representing the action of J" on vectors, we have the identity

/[/i] = -/i.

The term "almost complex" owes its origin to the natural occurrence of an

almost complex structure in every complex analytic manifold. In fact, if 9C is

a rei-dimensional complex manifold, let z1, • • • , zm be a system of complex

analytic (holomorphic) coordinates in a domain FC9C and let

(3.8) x2""1 = Re (z");        x2a = Im (2°) (a = 1, ■ • ■ , m);

then (x1, x2, • • • , x2"') form a system of real, analytic coordinates in V. We

can then define J in V by

(3.9) Jdxi = (- l)>dx>', (f =j-(-iy,j=l,2,---,2m)

and correspondingly for tangent vectors and tensors: then the coordinate

frame of tangent vectors (e,-) defined by (3.1) is adapted to J in V; in fact

= 1,      if/ is odd and k = j + 1,

(3.10) ejJdxh- =—1, if/is even and k= j — 1,

, =0      in all other cases (i, k = 1, 2, • • • , 2m).
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Any other real coordinate system (x'1, • • • , x'2m) in a domain F'CSC meeting

V defines similarly by (3.1) a local frame system (e/); the latter is adapted

to J in VCW (since J is not defined so far outside of V), if and only if (x')

= (x'1, • • • , x'2m) in terms of (x) satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equations

dx'2"-1    dx'2"       ax'2"-1        dx'2"
(3.11) -=-;       - =-(a, ft = 1, • ■ • ,m),

dx2"-1       dx2" dx2" dx2"-1

i.e. if the complex-valued coordinates z'" = x'2"_1+ix'2" are holomorphic in

VC\ V. An immediate consequence of this is that, if we define J in every

domain of holomorphic coordinates by (3.8) and (3.9), the definition is con-

sistent throughout 9C, so that SC becomes an almost complex manifold in a

natural way. Equation (3.9) characterizes those real coordinate systems that

are related by (3.8) to a holomorphic system, since (3.9) is equivalent to the

Cauchy-Riemann equations (3.11) for a coordinate transformation. We can

also combine (3.8) and (3.9) in writing the equations characterizing the

holomorphic coordinates (z1, • • • , zm) directly:

Jdz" = idza (a = 1, ■ ■ ■ ,m);

more generally, a complex-valued function w in a domain in SC is holomorphic,

if and only if it satisfies the equation

(3.12) Idw = idw,

which describes the Cauchy-Riemann equations for the real and the imagi-

nary parts of w in terms of arbitrary, real coordinate systems. We shall refer

to (3.12) as the generalized Cauchy-Riemann equations.

Now suppose that 9C is a 2w-dimensional (in the real sense), almost com-

plex manifold. If there exist in a neighborhood of each point p£9C m solutions

of (3.12), such that their differentials at p are linearly independent with

respect to complex coefficients, then these m functions can be taken as com-

plex-valued coordinates in a (perhaps smaller) neighborhood of p. It is readily

verified that the functional transformation from one such coordinate system

to another, expressed in terms of the real and imaginary parts as in (3.8)

satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann equations in the usual sense (3.11): thus EC

becomes a complex analytic manifold, whose structure is uniquely determined

by the given almost complex structure. We can say then that the almost

complex structure of 9C is completely integrable to a (unique) complex analytic

one. However it is known that the assumption that there exist in the neigh-

borhood of each point m solutions of (3.12) with linearly independent gradi-

ents requires some restrictive properties on / in the form of integrability

conditions, and it has been shown [7] that these conditions are not satisfied

in certain cases. We shall derive these integrability conditions, duplicating

the already published works of several authors [7; 1; 9; 27], and in the next

chapters we shall show how to construct a large class of almost complex
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manifolds, for which the integrability condition is not satisfied in most cases,

and is satisfied in a few special ones; in the latter cases however the holo-

morphic coordinates are not given a priori; their functional properties are in-

deed unknown to the author.

Let us assume first that the almost complex manifold X is completely

integrable to a complex analytic one. Let 3> be any (real- or complex-valued)

function of class C2 in a coordinate domain with holomorphic coordinates

(z1, • • • , zm); let (x1, x2, • • • , x2m) be the corresponding real coordinate

system defined by (3.8): we then define the Wirtinger differential operators

d/dz" and d/dz" formally by

d 1 /    d d   \

dz" ~   2 Kdx2"-1     l dx2"/'

dz"       2 Xdx2"-1        dx2"/

Then, using the summation convention for repeated indices (where Greek

indices run from Itom and Latin indices from 1 to re = 2m), we have the ident-

ity

d$ =-dz" H-dz"
dz" dz"

and, from (3.12),

d$ d<i> /d* d*      \
Jd& =-(Jdza) -|-(Jdza) = i(-dz"-dz").

dz" dza \dza dz"      /

Taking the exterior derivative of this last expression we have

dJd<S> = - 2i-dz" A dzP,
dzadzf>

where we use the symbol A to denote exterior products; the bilinear exterior

differential form dJd$ has the property that it is equal to its transform by J:

in fact

JdJdS = - 2i-(Jdza) A (JdzP) = - 2i-■ dzaAdz»    =    dJd$>.
dzadz" dzadz»

Thus we obtain the following identity in a completely integrable almost com-

plex manifold X (denoting by 1 the identity operator),

(3.13) (1 - J)dJd$ = 0

for every function $ of class 62.

On the other hand, if we do not assume that the almost complex manifold
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SC is completely integrable, we can not deduce (3.13) as an identity. In fact

suppose that $ is a function of class C2 in a coordinate domain with co-

ordinates (x1, • • • , x2m) = (x): the action of J on the differential

ci$ = (d$/dx>)dx>

can be described in terms of the components h{(x) of the mixed tensor of

rank 2 corresponding to J, as follows:

y      d$
Jd$ = ht(x)-dx\

dx'

Then the left-hand term of (3.13) takes the form

(dh)        dhi\ d$  dx A dx        p q (dh\       dhP\ d4>  dxi A dx'
(1 — J)dJd$ = I-)-hihj I-)-

\dx{        dx'/ dx* 2 \dx*       dx"/dxh 2

k        d$ dx A dx

where

Tij(x)  =  (5;5y - A.-Ay) (-).
\dx"       dx")

Thus we verify that the left-hand term of (3.13) in the general case is a first

order differential operator on $, whose coefficients depend on the tensor com-

ponents h{(x) and their first order partial derivatives; the invariance of (3.13)

also shows what one can verify directly from (3.2), h{(x)hj(x) — —5*, namely

that Ttj(x) are the components of a tensor, called the holomorphic torsion

tensor of the almost complex manifold SC. Since the left-hand side of (3.13) is

a first order differential operator on $, we have the identity for all functions

3> of class C2

d4>
(3.13') (1 - J)dJd$ =-(1 - J)dJdxk.

dx*

In otner words as have the following useful criterion:

The equation (3.13) is identically satisfied for all functions <b of class Q2,

if and only if it is satisfied for any set of functions that includes, for each point

pGSC, a set of local coordinates at p.

At the same time we have also the following result:

A necessary condition in order that an almost complex manifold X be com-

pletely integrable to a complex analytic one is that the tensor with components

Tij(x) vanishes identically, i.e.
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* v «        v a I'dha       dhv\
(3.14) Tn(x) = (&? - ijiqj) (—- ) = 0.

\dxp       dxy

The vanishing of the torsion tensor Py is also equivalent to the complete

integrability of the formal Pfaffian system (3.12). Hence, if we assume that

the tensor components h{(x) are real analytic with respect to some coordinate

system in the neighborhood of each point, then (3.14) is also sufficient for

the integrability of X to a complex manifold. The sufficiency theorem on the

integrability condition for Pfaffian systems with analytic coefficients has

been attributed at times to Frobenius; however the only references in the

necessary degree of generality, that are known to the author, are in Goursat's

Equations aux derivees partielles du premier ordre (1921), where it is attributed

to Bouquet and in Caratheodory's Variationsrechnung, where it is attributed

to A. Mayer, both original papers having appeared in 1872. In the case at

hand the theorem that (3.14) is necessary, and in the analytic case sufficient,

for the integrability of X to a complex manifold has been stated by Eckmann

and Frolicher [7], Calabi and Spencer [l], Ehresmann and Libermann [9],

and Yano [25]. The sufficiency problem in the nonanalytic case is still un-

solved; however we shall not need it here, since the only cases we shall en-

counter where (3.14) is satisfied will be in real analytic manifolds.(3)

We shall now consider a symmetric, bilinear, scalar-valued functional on

the tangent vector functions, of class Cr, denoted by Q and operating as fol-

lows:
Q: u, v->Q(u; v).

It is clear that the tensorial transform J[Q] of Q by / is again a symmetric,

bilinear, scalar-valued form of class C: in fact we have

J[Q]{u; y) = Q(fJ; yJ)

from the definition of the extension of / to the whole tensor algebra. Further-

more J[Q] is positive definite, if and only if Q is positive definite: in this case

the bilinear form Q' = Q+J[Q] is also positive definite and has the additional

property of being invariant under /,

J[Q'\ = Q',

since /2[@] =Q identically.

Definition 3.2. A symmetric, bilinear form Q in an almost complex mani-

fold X is called Hermitian with respect to J, if it is invariant under J, J[Q] =Q,

i.e. if

(3) Added in proof. The proof of the sufficiency of the integrability condition (3.14) has

now been established by A. Newlander and L. Nirenberg (Ann. of Math. vol. 65 (1957) pp.

391-404) without assuming analyticity. This remarkable result makes it unnecessary in the

sequel to prove the analyticity of the almost complex manifolds that we shall encounter, where

(3.14) is satisfied.
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(3.15) Q(uJ;vJ) = Q(u;v);

it is called anti-Hermitian, if J[Q] = — Q, i.e. if

Q(uJ; vJ) = - Q(u; v)

for all pairs of tangent vectors u, v in SC.

For any symmetric, bilinear form Q in 9C one can construct a new bilinear

form (not necessarily symmetric) L(u\ v) by setting

(3.16) A(u; v) = Q(uJ; v).

One verifies that Q is Hermitian with respect to /, if and only if A is an alter-

nating (i.e. exterior) form, and that Q is anti-Hermitian, if and only if A is

symmetric. In fact the following identities hold:

L(u;v) ± L(v; u) = Q(uJ; v) + Q(vJ; u) = Q(uJ; v) + Q(uJ2; vJ)

= (Q + J[Q])("J;v),

where Q — l[Q] (respectively <2+/[(?]) vanish, if and only if Q is Hermitian

(respectively anti-Hermitian). We shall remark in passing that, if Q is

Hermitian, then the alternating form A is also invariant under J, while, if

Q is anti-Hermitian, then so is the symmetric form A.

From now on we shall assume that the almost complex manifold SC admits

a fixed Riemannian metric, i.e. a positive definite, symmetric bilinear form

Q defined and of class C on the whole manifold: for the existence of such a

metric globally, when SC is paracompact, cf. Steenrod [23, p. 58]. Without

loss of generality, merely by replacing Q, if necessary, by (l/2)(Q-\-j[Q\),

one shows that the Riemannian metric introduced may be chosen to be

Hermitian. An almost complex manifold in which a fixed, Hermitian (posi-

tive definite) metric has been incorporated into its axiomatic structure shall

be called an Hermitian almost complex manifold: the scalar product of any two

tangent vectors u, v with respect to the metric is then abbreviated by the

notation u-v, while the alternating form defined by (3.16) from the metric is

denoted by w: thus

uJ-v = o}(u; v) = — u> (v; u).

If we write the form w in terms of the differentials dx' of the coordinates in

any coordinate system (x) = (x1, • • • , x2m), we have

co = Hjk(x)dx'dxk =      zZ,     Hjk(x)dx' A dxk   (Hjk = - Hk]),
l$3<ks2m

where the tensor components Hik(x) of w form a skew-symmetric matrix

whose determinant is nowhere zero; the existence of such an exterior differ-

ential form on a differentiable (paracompact) manifold can be shown to be

equivalent to the existence of an almost-complex structure [23, p. 214].

It is possible to construct inductively in a suitable neighborhood of any
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point in an Hermitian almost complex manifold X a local frame system

(ey) (1 ^j^2m) of class C, which is at the same time adapted to J (Equation

(3.3)), and orthonormal with respect to the inner product,

(3.17) eye* = 8jk (j, k = 1, 2, • • • , 2m);

any such frame system, i.e. satisfying both (3.3) and (3.17) is called a unitary

frame with respect to / and the Hermitian metric, the term being justified

by the fact that under the representations \(/ of tangent vectors by complex

w-uples relative to any such frame system given by (3.4) the matrices

® = (ifff~r-io%) describing the transformation from one representation to an-

other by Equations (3.7) and (3.7') are unitary.

If It ={ 77; (ef)} is a unitary frame system and u = 2^ij=i a'ei, v = S;-i °'eJ

are any two vectors in U, then co(u; v) is the usual symplectic product of the

components of u and v:

m

«("; y) = X) (a2a~lb2a - a2ab2a-1).

a=l

It is easy to verify in terms of local unitary frame systems that the exterior

differential form com of degree 2tw (i.e. the ?re-fold exterior product of co with

itself) is related to the volume element dVdefined by the Riemannian metric

and the natural orientation defined by all frames adapted to J, by the identity

in all positively oriented frames,

(3.18) co"1 = m\dV.

Definition 3.3. .4m Hermitian almost complex manifold X is called a spe-

cial Hermitian (almost complex) manifold, if it is possible to cover X by a family

of unitary frame systems, such that the unitary matrices 9 = (vg-r-idf) describing

the transformation from one frame system to another by (3.6), (3.6'), (3.7') have

unit determinant, i.e. belong to the special unitary group SU(m).

It has been shown by Chern [4] that the property of an almost complex

manifold X admitting the additional structure of a special Hermitian mani-

fold imposes on X some topological restrictions relative to the almost complex

structure already assumed: if X is compact, the condition (which is both

necessary and sufficient) is that the 2-dimensional cohomology class c1 known

as the first Chern class be zero. For our purpose it is sufficient to compute c1

in the following two cases:

(a) If X is a compact, complex analytic manifold and g is any everywhere

positive, real, scalar density of weight 1 and class e2 (viz.: the volume ele-

ment of a Riemannian metric), then the exterior differential form 2 of degree

2 defined in each complex analytic coordinate system (z) = (z1, • • • , zm) by

d2 log g(z, z) i
(3.19) S =-—-dz" /\d& = — dJd log g(z, z)
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is closed and independent of the complex coordinate system used; hence S can

be regarded as a closed, exterior form on all of SC. Furthermore, if 2' were

the corresponding form derived from another density g', then g'/g would be

a real, positive scalar defined globally in SC, and

2' - S = j did log (g'/g)

would be an exact (i.e. cohomologous to zero) exterior form: hence by de

Rham's theorem (cf. [21 ]) 2 defines a cohomology class [S] of dimension 2,

which is independent of the density g used in (3.19). One of Chern's results is

that

(3.20) ei „ _ __ [Z].
2m

(b) If SC is an algebraic manifold (over the complex field), or, more gen-

erally if 9C is a compact, complex manifold which admits a meromorphic,

scalar density <b of weight 1 (here the concept of a meromorphic density refers

to a transformation rule that multiplies <f> by a power of the complex analytic

Jacobian of a transformation of holomorphic coordinates, and not by the real

Jacobian of a coordinate transformation), then c1 is the dual of the (2m — 2)-

dimensional homology class of the divisor of <p (total multiplicity of mani-

folds of zeros minus that of poles of <p); the invariance of this definition comes

from the fact that the difference between the divisors of two densities <p and

<p' of equal weight is the divisor of a meromorphic function, <p/<p', which by

Liouville's theorem is homologous to zero: the divisor of a meromorphic

density qb is known as the canonical divisor of SC.

Definition 3.4. A manifold SC is called Kdhlerian, if it is an Hermitian

almost complex manifold, and if the covariant derivative of the tensor J (repre-

senting J) with respect to the Riemannian metric connection vanishes, or,

equivalently, if the covariant derivative of w vanishes.

It is known (cf. [l; 17]) and can be verified by direct computation that a

necessary and sufficient condition for an Hermitian almost complex manifold

SC to be Kahlerian is that, first of all the integrability condition (3.14) in

terms of J be satisfied, and secondly that the exterior differential form u>

he closed. The necessity of the two conditions is immediate, since, if SC is

quasi-Kahlerian, taking for any point pEX a system of geodesic coordinates

at p, all the first partial derivatives of the tensor components A* of / and Hjk

of w vanish at p. The sufficiency is proved by a similar argument.

Definition 3.5. An Hermitian almost complex manifold SC is called Her-

mitian symplectic, if the exterior form u> determined by J and the metric is closed.

It has been shown (cf. [17] also for earlier references) that the existence

of a symplectic structure on a compact manifold imposes topological restric-

tions beyond those required for an almost complex structure; however not all
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the topological properties that Hodge [14] proved for Kahler manifolds have

been shown to hold for symplectic manifolds: it would seem indeed surprising

if this were the case; nevertheless there is no example known to the author of

a compact, symplectic manifold that is not known a priori to admit a Kahl-

erian structure.

Given an Hermitian almost complex manifold X, we shall consider, be-

side the usual inner product u-vol two tangent vectors, also their Hermitian

product

(3.21) (u, v) = uv — iw(u; v),

which takes the form, relative to the representation \p given by (3.4) relative

to any local unitary frame system, letting u* = (u1, • ■ ■ , um), v+ = (v1, • • • ,

vm),

m

(3.22) (u,v) = £«"»",
a=l

which is the canonical form for the Hermitian product. The Hermitian prod-

uct thus has the following properties:

(a) (u, v) = (v, u)~;

(b) (uJ, v) = - (u, vJ) = i(u, v);

(c) (u, v) + (v, u) = 2uv;

(d) (u, v) - (v, u) = - 2iw(u; v).

The final topic in this general review of almost complex manifolds con-

cerns the relationships of linear operators T on the space of tangent vectors

at each point with the structural operator J and with the metric, if the

manifold is also Hermitian.

Definition 3.6. A linear operator T operating pointwise on the space of

tangent vectors in a Riemannian manifold X is called symmetric with respect to

the Riemann metric, if for every pair of tangent vectors u, v it satisfies

(3.24) uTv = u-vT;

if X is almost complex, then T is called complex-linear (respectively: complex-

antilinear), if

(3.25) TJ = JT    (respectively: TJ = - JT);

if X is Hermitian almost complex, then T is called an Hermitian operator, if it

is both complex-linear with respect to J and symmetric, i.e. if

(3.26) (uT,v) = (u,vT).

Given any symmetric transformation T in an Hermitian almost complex

manifold  X there exists at each point p£9C an orthonormal frame (e,-)
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(j= 1, 2, • • • , 2m), ordinarily unrelated to /, such that each e, is a character-

istic vector, i.e. satisfies

(3.27) ejT = Xyey (1 ^ j g 2m),

and the corresponding proper value Xy is real; conversely, if all the proper

values of T at each point are real and if their corresponding characteristic

vectors can be chosen mutually orthogonal, then T is symmetric. If T in

addition is Hermitian, then in particular it commutes with J; consequently

it is possible to choose at each point a unitary frame (ey) satisfying (3.27) with

X2a = A2«-i —pa, i.e.

(3.28) e2a-iT = pae2a-i;        e2aT = paeia (a = 1, 2, • • • , m).

If the proper values of a symmetric operator T are all positive, we say that

T is positive definite; this property is equivalent to the inequality

(3.29) uT-u>0

for all tangent vectors u^O.

If 5 is an orthogonal linear operator on the tangent vectors, i.e. if it

satisfies the identity
uS-vS = uv

for all vectors u and v, and if T is symmetric, then STS'1 is also symmetric,

and similar to T, that is to say, it has the same proper values as T including

multiplicity; in particular, if T is positive definite, then so is STS~1-, in this

last case the operator
T + STS-1

is also positive definite, because of (3.29). We shall consider the special case

where S=J, the latter being clearly orthogonal (equivalent to saying that

the metric is Hermitian); because of (3.2) we have /_1= —J. For any sym-

metric T the operator JTJ-1 = — JTJ is symmetric and similar to T; further-

more the operator T' defined by

(3.30) T = T + JTJ-1 = T - JTJ

is obviously Hermitian; if T is positive definite, then so is T'. Conversely, if

T' =0, then T can not be positive definite; indeed the trace Sp(T) (sum of its

proper values, or contraction) of T vanishes, since Sp(jT) = Sp(.77V-1)

= —Sp(JTJ) and hence

1 1
(3.31) Sp(T) = — Sp (T - JTJ) = — Sp (T') = 0.

4. Hypersurfaces in the Cayley space. Let SC be a 6-dimensional, orienta-

ble, differentiable manifold and let A be a regular, differentiable mapping of

SC into the Cayley space y, whose structure is discussed in §2. By a regular
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mapping F we mean a differentiable mapping of class C2, such that the 6X7

matrix of functions representing the first partial derivatives in any para-

metric representation of F has rank 6 at every point of X: in other words F is

locally a differentiable imbedding; no assumption will be made about the be-

havior of F in the large, so that we admit self-intersections and self-overlaps

of X under F, as well as the possibility of discrete sets of points in X having

images in "y accumulating at points (that may or may not belong to F(X)).

Our differential-geometric study of X will be based on the invariants in-

duced by F from the invariants defined in "y by the group G2 extended by the

group of translations. The Cayley space *y is homogeneous under this trans-

formation group and, since G2ESO(T) (the group of rotations in Euclidean

7-space), the invariants to be considered will include those of classical differ-

ential geometry.

In analogy with the notation used in the last chapter, in which df, the

differential of a scalar function / in X, is linear, scalar-valued functional on

the tangent vectors u at each point p£9C, we regard X = F(p) as the image

under F of a variable point p, and dX(p) as the linear functional on tangent

vectors u at p, whose value udX is the derivative of X along u at p: hence

dX is a 'y-valued linear functional on the vectors u, and udX can then be

regarded as the image of u induced by F, i.e. as the vector in "y tangent to

F(X) at F(p) corresponding to u for each pG9C where u is defined. The con-

dition that F is regular can be formulated as saying that for each p£SC the

linear mapping dX(p) is a monomorphism (isomorphism into) of the tangent

space of X at p into y. Since the vectors udX thus obtained are invariant

under the translations of F in "y, we can apply to them all the operations that

represent the invariants of G2, such as the scalar and vector products already

discussed in Chapters 1 and 2.

As in classical differential geometry the mapping F induces a quadratic

form, the first fundamental form

(4.1) ds2 = dXdX,

which is a positive definite quadratic form on the tangent vectors: the cor-

responding Riemannian inner product between tangent vectors u and v is

(4.2) uv = udXvdX.

Since the image under dX(p) of the tangent vectors at each pEX forms

a hyperplane in % one can choose either one of two opposite unit vectors

orthogonal to the tangent space image. We recall that 'y has a natural

orientation given by a canonical frame (/,-) fj=l, • • • , 7), since the group

G2 preserves orientation (Corollary 1, Theorem 2, §2); since X is orientable,

to either orientation we choose for X we shall choose the unit normal vector

N = N(p) at F(p) such that, if (ei, • • ■ , ee) is a positively oriented frame of

tangent vectors at p, then the frame (N(p), e\dX, ■ • ■ , eodX) at F(p) is
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positively oriented relative to a canonical frame for y. Opposite orientations

of SC determine opposite choices of N. If F is of class Gr, then N(p) is of class

er_1, and if Y= Y(p) is a 'tj-valued, translation invariant vector function of

p of class C, Ogp<r, such that N- Y vanishes identically, then there exists

a uniquely determined vector function u = u(p), of class Qp, such that udX

= Y.

The second fundamental form is defined as the component along N of the

second order differential D2X: it is also written as a symmetric, bilinear form

on the tangent vectors in SC whose value is a scalar of odd kind (by this we

mean that if the orientation of SC is reversed, the value is replaced by its

negative), denoted by (N-D2X)(u; v). We compute it formally as follows:

consider the identities

(4.3) N-udX = 0

and

(4.4) N-N = 1;

differentiating absolutely (i.e. regarding u formally as a constant) these two

identities along a second vector v we obtain

(4.5) (N-D2X)(v; u) + vdN-udX = 0

and

(4.6) 2N-vdN = 0.

The last of these identities implies that for each v there exists a tangent vector

in EC, which depends linearly on v, and hence a linear operator K: v->vif,

such that

(4.7) vdN = - vKdX.

From (4.5) and the identity (N-D2X)(v; u) = (N-D2X)(u; v) we obtain (cf.

Definition 3.6)

(4.8) uK-v = - udN-vdX = (N■ D2X)(u; v) = (N■ D2X)(v; u) = vK-u,

which shows that K is the operator corresponding to the second fundamental

form (Weingarten's equations) and that it is symmetric with respect to the

Riemannian structure defined by the first fundamental form. The proper

values ki, ■ • ■ , Ki oi K are called the principal curvatures of SC at each

point p and the corresponding normalized characteristic vectors ei, • • • ,

ee are the respective principal directions. Thus

(4.9) e/A=/cye/ (j = 1, • • • , 6).

In the sequel we shall deal chiefly with the mean curvature of EC, defined as

usual by
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1   i 1
H = — E «y = — Sp (K).

6   y_i 6

We shall now recall two theorems on hypersurfaces in Euclidean space.

Theorem A. If a hypersurface X in Euclidean space is of class C2, and if

its mean curvature H vanishes identically, then Xis a real analytic hypersurface.

The condition H = 0 means that X is locally a solution of the Plateau problem.

The proof of the first part of this statement is contained in [20], [18], and

[15], which deal with the differentiability of solutions of nonlinear, second

order, elliptic partial differential equations. A proof of the second half of the

statement can be found, for instance, in Eisenhart's textbook [10, pp. 176—

179].

Theorem B. If X is a closed hypersurface of class G2 in Euclidean space,

then there exists a nonempty region t7C9C, where the second fundamental form is

definite (positive or negative, depending on the orientation), i.e. where all the

principal curvatures k, are 5^0 and have equal sign.

This proposition, known as Hadamard's lemma, is proved for instance in

[5, p. 23], by taking an arbitrary point A in the Euclidean space and letting

U be a sufficiently small neighborhood relative to X of the point p£9C whose

Euclidean distance from A is a maximum.

Thus far we have confined our discussion of the regular mapping F of the

orientable manifold X into the Cayley space y exclusively to the invariants

of the Euclidean structure of "y, i.e. making use only of the scalar product

and orientation of y, and not of the properties of the vector product. We

shall now take the latter into consideration.

Let pE X, let X = F(p) be its image in y, let u = u(p) any tangent vector

at p, and let N = N(p) the normal vector to F(X) at F(p): then the vector

N(p) X udX(p)

is tangent to F(X) at F(p), since N-(NXudX) = (N, N,  udX)=0; hence

there exists a unique tangent vector v at p such that

vdX = N X udX.

Since the mapping u—>v is obviously linear, we can denote it, as in the begin-

ning of §3, by the letter /: thus J is defined by

(4.10) uJdX = NX udX.

It follows then from (2.2), (4.3), and (4.4) that

uJ2dX = N X(N X udX)
(4-11)

= - [N, N, udX] + (N-udX)N - (N-N)udX = - udX;
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thus J satisfies Equation (3.2) characterizing the structural operator of an

almost complex manifold. Since the immersion A of SC into y is assumed to

be of class C2, it follows that / is of class e1. From (2.1) and (4.11) we have

the further identity

uJ-vJ = (uJdX)-(vJdX) = (N X udX)-(N X vdX)

(4.12) = {(AX udX) X N]-vdX= {-NX (NX udX)\-vdX

= udX-vdX = u-v.

The last three equations imply the following important result.

Theorem 3. A regular mapping F of an oriented, 6-dimensional manifold

EC, of class 6" (p^l) into the Cayley space y induces in SC the structure of an

Hermitian, almost complex manifold under the linear operator J defined by

(4.10) and the induced Riemannian metric.

The exterior form of degree 2 u(u; v) defined as in (3.16) from / and the

metric can be written as follows:

(4.13) u(u;v) = uJ-v = (N, udX, vdX).

We shall now follow the procedure outlined in §3 to find the necessary

and sufficient conditions on F in order that the induced almost complex

structure on SC be completely integrable, or respectively that the exterior

form co define a symplectic structure in SC.

Theorem 4. A 6-dimensional, oriented manifold SC with the almost complex

structure induced on it by a regular mapping F of class Q2 of SC into the Cayley

space y is integrable to a complex analytic manifold, if and only if the linear

operator K on its tangent space defined by the second fundamental form satisfies

everywhere on X the equation

(4.14) K - JKJ = 0.

Comparing Equation (4.14) with Definition 3.2, one can rephrase the

necessary and sufficient condition that the almost complex structure induced

on EC by A be completely integrable is that the second fundamental form be

anti-Hermitian with respect to /, or equivalently that the linear operator K

associated with the second fundamental form be complex-antilinear (cf.

Definition 3.6).

Proof. From Equations (3.13) and (3.13') one sees that the integrability

condition in the case at hand is equivalent to the equation

(4.15) (l-J)dJdX = 0,

where the left-hand member is an exterior, bilinear, differential form at each

pointpGSC, with values in y, tangent to F(X) at X = F(p). We shall compute

this left-hand member in terms of the basic invariants of y.
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The vector-valued differential JdX maps a tangent vector u into

uJdX = N X udX;

hence its exterior derivative dJdX maps any two tangent vectors u, v into

(u;v)dJdX = udN X vdX - vdN X udX = - uKdX X vdX - udX X vKdX.

It is convenient to split this last expression into the components respectively

tangent to F(X) and parallel to N, according to the formula A=NX(AXN)

+ (N-A)Nlor AEy: thus, applying the identities of Chapter 1 and Equation

(4.3), we have

(u; v)dJdX = N X {N X (uKdX X vdX) + N X (udX X vKdX)]

- {(N, uKdX, vdX) + (N, udX, vKdX)} N

= NX {-[N, uKdX, vdX] - [N, udX, vKdX]}

- {(N, uKdX, vdX) + (N, udX, vKdX)\N.

Similarly, denoting by K' the linear operator JKJ~l= —JKJ, we evaluate

the vectorial exterior form JdJdX as follows:

(u; v)JdJdX = - uJKdX X vJdX - uJdX X vJKdX

= - (NX uK'dX) X (N X vdX) - (N X udX) X (N X vK'dX)

= N X {[N, uK'dX, vdX] + [N, udX, vK'dX]]

- {(N, uK'dX, vdX) + (N, udX, vK'dX)]N.

The normal components of the latter expression satisfy the identities

(N, uK'dX, vdX)

= (N X uJKJ~1dX)vdX = uJKdXvdX = uJKv = uJvK

= uJdXvKdX = (N X udX)vKdX = (N, udX, vKdX)

and similarly

(N, udX, vK'dX) = (N, uKdX, vdX).

Thus, subtracting equation (4.17) from (4.16), one verifies that the normal

components cancel each other, leaving only a tangential term, whose vanish-

ing is equivalent to (4.15):

(u;v)(l -J)dJdX
(4-18) rr n r i,

= - N X {[N, u(K + K')dX, vdX] + [N, udX, v(K + K')dX]\.

In order to prove the assertion we must show that the right hand member of

(4.18) vanishes, if and only if K-t-K' itself is zero. Since K is a symmetric

operator (Equation (4.8) and Definition 3.6), it follows that K+K' = K — JKJ

= K-\-JKJ~x is Hermitian (cf. Equation (3.30)): hence one can choose at
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each point p£SC a unitary frame ei, ■ • • , ee of tangent vectors that are char-

acteristic vectors of K-\-K' corresponding to three real proper values pi, pi, pz,

i.e. such that

(4.19) e2„_j(A + A') = Mae*,-!;      e2a(A + A") = nae2a        (a = 1, 2, 3).

Consider now a canonical frame Ii, ■ • • , h in y at F(p) such that Ii = N and

the remaining ones are tangent to F(X): Ij = e'_1dX (2^j^7), where

(ei, • • • , ei) is a unitary frame at p, as one readily verifies from Theorems

1 and 2. Then the frame (ey) of characteristic vectors of KA-K' is related to

the frame (ey) as in (3.6') by a unitary 3X3 matrix ® = (n^-\-idf); since it is

obviously possible to replace ei and e2 without loss of generality by ei cos r

+ e2 sin r and — ej sin r + e2 cos t respectively, where r is any real number, one

can choose t so that the matrix © becomes unimodular. By Theorem 2 the

frame (ey) thus adjusted has the property that the 7-frame (N, eidX, ■ • • ,

e?,dX) at F(p) in y is canonical in the sense of Theorem 1; consequently from

(2.3) we have the identities

[N, e2adX, e2$dX] = eiydX (a, ft, y = any cyclic permutation of 1, 2, 3),

whence from (4.18) and (4.19) we have, by replacing u and v by e2a and e2/s

respectively,

/A ^    (eia; e2„)(l - I)dIdX = - (pa + pp)N X [N, eiadX, e2pdX]
(4.20)

= (pa + pp)eiy-idX,

where a, ft, y are cyclic permutations of 1, 2, 3. Thus a necessary condition

for the integrability condition (4.15) is that pa+pp = 0 for a, ft ranging over

distinct pairs of values 1, 2, 3; this clearly implies that each pa = 0, and hence

that K+K' = 0, or equation (4.14); the latter is clearly sufficient for the

vanishing of both members of (4.18) identically in u and v. Thus we have

just proved that the integrability condition (3.13) for the almost complex

structure induced on SC by A is Equation (4.14).

In order to prove that in our case the integrability condition (3.13) is

sufficient, it is sufficient to notice that, if K-\-K' = 0, it follows from equation

(3.31) that the trace Sp(A) vanishes identically, and hence that EC is mapped

(locally) into a minimal hypersurface. Since the mapping F can be defined by

functions satisfying second order elliptic equations with analytic coefficients,

as we recalled in Theorem A earlier in this chapter, we deduce that A(SC) is

locally an analytic hypersurface, and in this case the sufficiency of the inte-

grability condition (3.13) has been already established. This completes the

proof of Theorem 4.

Corollary. If EC is a compact, orientable, 6-dimensional manifold, and F

a regular mapping of X into y, then there exists a nonempty domain UEX such

that there are no solutions of the generalized Cauchy-Riemann equations (relative
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to the induced almost complex structure) in any subdomain of U except con-

stants.

Proof. It follows from Hadamard's lemma (quoted earlier in this chapter

as Theorem B) that, if X is compact, then there exists a point in a neighbor-

hood of which the second fundamental form is either positive or negative

definite, depending on the orientation. Assuming as we well may that it is

positive definite, in that domain the operator K^K' is a positive definite

Hermitian operator, as we verified at the end of §3, and hence the proper

values pi, pi, p3 of K+K' are all positive in some region U. Let w be any

holomorphic function in a subdomain V of U, let p be any point in F, and

let (ei) (1 ^j'^6) be a unitary frame at p consisting of characteristic vectors

of K-\-K', adjusted so that (N, eidX, ■ • • , e&dX) is a canonical frame for

*y at F(p). Then on the one hand, since w is holomorphic, we have dw = —iJdw,

and hence

(1 - J)dJdw = 0;

on the other hand we have from Equation (4.20)

(e2a; e-#)(l — J)dJdw = (jia + pn)eiy-idw,

and similarly

(e2a-i; e2,s-i)(l — J)dJdw = (fia + pt^etydw,

where a, 8, y are any cyclic permutation of 1, 2, 3: since the p~s are all posi-

tive at p, it follows from the last three equations that dw vanishes at p, and

hence everywhere in V. Thus we have proved that, if w is holomorphic in

V, it is a constant.

A further analysis of the result just established reveals that, if F is an

analytic mapping of a compact X into y, then there are no nonconstant holo-

morphic functions anywhere in X.

We pass now to the second problem, namely that of deriving the condi-

tions on the mapping F in order that it induce on X a symplectic structure in

terms of the exterior form co defined by (4.13).

Theorem 5. A 6-dimensional, oriented, differentiable manifold X is a sym-

plectic manifold with respect to the Hermitian, almost complex structure induced

by a regular, differentiable mapping F of X into y, if and only if the linear

operator K defined by its second fundamental form satisfies the two equations

(4.21) K + IKJ = 0;        Sp(K) = 6/7=0,

where H is the mean curvature of F(X).

Proof. From formula (4.13) expressing co(u; v) as a triple scalar product of

vectors in y we obtain the formula for the exterior derivative dw as follows:
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dw(u; v; w)

(4.22)  = (udN, vdX, wdX) + (udX, vdN, wdX) + (udX, vdX, wdN)

= - (uKdX, vdX, wdX) - (udX, vKdX, wdX) - (udX, vdX, wKdX).

We must verify that (4.21) is the necessary and sufficient condition for the

vanishing of the right hand member of (4.22). Let (ey) (1 gj^6) be a canon-

ical tangent frame at any point of EC, i.e. a frame such that (N, eidX, • ■ • ,e$dX)

is a canonical frame at the corresponding point for y. In the sequel of this

proof it is convenient to replace the frame (ey) formally by the corresponding

complex frame (e/) defined by

1 . 1
ea = —- (e2a_i — ie2a);        e3+a = (ea)   — — (e2a_i + ie2a) (a = 1, 2, 3)

or by the inverse transformation

e2a-i = ea + e3+a,       e2a = i{ea — e3+a).

In terms of the new frame it is easy to express the formula for the inner prod-

uct, the action of J, the triple scalar product as it appears in (4.22), and the

property of any vector (or tensor) being real; we shall use Latin indices in

the range from 1 to 6, Greek indices from 1 to 3, and starring an index to

express addition or subtraction of 3 to its value.

A vector u = u'e' (using the summation convention) is real, if and only if

u'* = u'; similarly a tensor is real, if and only if any two components related

to each other by starring all the indices are mutually complex conjugates.

The action of J is described by el I= iea', e'a>J= —ie'a>; the scalar product is

derived from the identity 2e/ ■ ek = 5jk: Finally, if u = u'ej, v = v'ej, w = w'ej

are any three vectors, then the triple scalar product (udX, vdX, wdX) is

given by

u1    u2    m3 u*    m6    w6
1 1

(udX, vdX, wdX) = —   v1     v2     v3     -\-v*     vi     v«     .

w1    w2    w3 wi    w6    w6

Let the tensor components of K he expressed by the 6X6 matrix K): then the

matrix satisfies the condition that K is real, A*"=(A*)-, and symmetric,

K{-Kj> = (Kj)~. Hence the scalar Kaa satisfies the identity

a a* 1 j
Ka = Aa* = — Ay = 327,

where H is the mean curvature.

From the above identities one can determine completely du by evaluating

da(ei ; e/ ; e*') for i<j<k:
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doi(ei; ei', 63) = — Ka = — 3H;

du(ea; e$; ej») = — ea^yKs*

(eapy = sign of of permutation of 1, 2, 3 to a, 8, y);

dw(es; e<**> e»*) = — €«/3t-Ks;

<fa>(e4; e6; e6) = — Ka* = — 377,

where the last two equations are the complex conjugates of the first two. If

we compute the tensor components of JKJ, we notice that they are equal

or opposite to those of K, according as to whether the indices (written

as Greek letters with or without star) are of opposite type (one starred, the

other not) or of the same type respectively. Thus the linear operator K+JKJ

has tensor components equal to 2K, if they are of opposite type, and zero, if

they are of the same type. From these considerations and from the last set of

equations it follows that (4.21) is necessary and sufficient in order that du = 0,

completing the proof of the theorem.

The same argument as the one used in the Corollary to Theorem 4 leads

to the analogous result for symplectic structures as follows.

Corollary 1. If X is a compact, differentiable manifold with the Hermitian,

almost complex structure induced by a regular mapping F of X into y, then X

can not be a symplectic manifold.

Combining the results of Theorems 4 and 5 we obtain the criterion for an

Hermitian, almost complex structure induced by F to be Kahlerian.

Corollary 2. An oriented, 6-dimensional manifold X with the Hermitian,

almost complex structure induced by a differentiable immersion F of X into y

is Kahlerian, if and only if F maps X into a hyperplane.

Proof. From the remarks following Definition 3.4 it is clear that X is

Kahlerian, if and only if it is simultaneously symplectic and integrable to a

complex manifold, and hence if it satisfies simultaneously Equations (4.14)

and (4.21). The two equations combined imply that K must vanish identi-

cally, and therefore that N is constant. Since d(NX) =NdX = 0 lor N con-

stant, it follows that F satisfies the linear equation X-N = const. The con-

verse of the argument being trivial, the statement is proved.

Having verified through the last corollary that F induces a Kahlerian

structure on X only in the trivial case where F(X) is a hyperplane, it is natu-

ral to ask in which other cases, if any, the Hermitian almost complex struc-

ture induced on X by F is merely symplectic, or, alternatively, integrable to

a complex analytic one: a complete solution of these two problems amounts

to a complete characterization and functional representation of all hypersur-

faces in *y that satisfy respectively (4.21) or (4.14), and is probably very
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difficult. As a matter of fact, for the first problem, we neither know as yet of

any example, nor can show the impossibility of a hypersurface in y, other

than a hyperplane, whose induced Hermitian structure is symplectic. On

the other hand we shall show presently that there is a simple representation,

albeit far from exhaustive as far as we can guess, of a large class of hyper-

surfaces in y, whose almost complex structure is integrable to a complex

analytic one: these manifolds are closely related to the minimal surfaces in

Euclidean 3-space.

Consider a linear subspace y' oi y, closed under the operation of cross

product A XB, but in which the triple vector product [.42JC] vanishes identi-

cally. By Theorem 1 y' is completely characterized as the linear subspace of

y that is spanned by the first three vectors ip, 1^, I™ in some fixed, canoni-

cal frame for y, (lfy) (j= 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , 7); denote by y" the orthogonal comple-

ment of y' in y, i.e. the oriented, linear subspace spanned by (Ij0)) (.7=4, 5, 6,

7), and identify y, considered as a linear space, with the Cartesian product

■y'x'y".
Let EC' be an oriented, differentiable (2-dimensional) surface and F' a

regular, Q2 mapping of X' into the oriented 3-space y'. Then one can naturally

define from F' a regular mapping F of the oriented, 6-dimensional manifold

X=X'Xy" into <y = <y'X'y" as the product mapping of F' in EC' with the

identity in y". We shall determine the conditions on F' in order that the al-

most complex structure induced on SC by the product mapping F he integrable

to a complex analytic one.

Theorem 6. Let X be the product manifold X'Xy" of an oriented surface X'

with the A-dimensional linear subspace y" of y that is spanned by the vectors

7/f, • • • , If of a fixed, canonical frame (If) (1 ̂ j^7) in y. Let F' be any
regular C2 mapping of X' into the linear subspace y' of y spanned by If, if,

If. Then the product mapping F of X into y defines an almost complex structure

in X that is integrable to a complex analytic one, if and only if F' maps EC' locally

as a minimal surface in the 3-space y'.

Proof. Since the normal vector N at each point pEX lies obviously in a

linear 3-space parallel to y', if one starts to build a variable, canonical frame

(Iy) for "y at X = F(p) by setting A = N and h = eidX, where ei is a tangent

vector in SC parallel to EC', then I3 = 7i Xh = e2cAY lies again in a 3-space

parallel to y', and hence e2 is also tangent to SC'. One can then continue the

construction of the local canonical frame Ij = ej-idX (j = i, 5, 6, 7), where

these last four vectors come from y". It is also clear that the only contribu-

tion to the second fundamental form uK-v=u-vK can come only from the

2-dimensional linear subspace of the tangent space to EC coming from EC'.

Since (ey) is a unitary frame with respect to the Hermitian, almost complex

structure of EC, we can write the second fundamental form in matrix form as

follows
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e,K = 0,-iei + ai2e2 (j = 1, 2),

esK = 0 (j = 3, 4, 5, 6),

where

012  =   021-

Now, since e,J = — ( — l)'ey, where j'=j—( — 1)', we can write directly the

formulas for ej(K-JKJ) whose vanishing is equivalent to the integrability

condition (4.14) of Theorem 4:

e,-(K - JKJ) = (an + a22)ey (j = 1, 2),

e,(£ - 7AV) =0 (j = 3, 4, 5, 6).

Thus we have proved that the almost complex structure induced on X by F

is integrable, if and only if

ttll +  0,22  =   0.

But since the matrix (a,*) (j, k = l, 2) clearly represents the second funda-

mental form for X' under F' in terms of the tangent frame ei, e2, the trace

an+an is twice the mean curvature of F'(X') in y'. This concludes the proof

of the theorem.

It is important to bear in mind that the almost complex structure induced

on X by F is not the product structure, except in the trivial case where F'(X')

lies in a plane. The reason for this is that, although for each point p'EX'

the submanifold {p'\ Xy" of X is a complex analytic submanifold of X

(even when the integrability condition in the latter is not satisfied) iso-

morphic to the space of 2 complex variables, as p' varies over X' the cor-

responding translation of F({p'\ Xy") in <y is not complex analytic, owing

to the fact that the normal vector N (which alone determines the complex

structure in the tangent space) is variable.

We shall prove now one last general property of the Hermitian, almost

complex structure induced on any 6-dimensional manifold X by a regular

mapping F of X into % namely that (cf. Definition 3.3) X becomes a special

Hermitian manifold in all cases.

Theorem 7. Given an oriented, differentiable, 6-dimensional manifold X and

a regular, differentiable mapping F of X into the Cayley space y, then F induces

on X the structure of a special Hermitian (almost complex) manifold.

Proof. We shall consider as allowable local tangent frames in the neighbor-

hood of any point in X any sextuple (e;) of tangent vector functions such that

the septuple (N, eidX, ■ ■ ■ , e&dX) at the image point X is a canonical frame

for y. Then the frame (ey) is unitary with respect to the Hermitian, almost

complex structure induced on X. The statement of Theorem 2 is that any two

overlapping tangent frames (/,)  (Ij = ej-idX, 2^/^ 7) are related to one
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another by a linear transformation <r, which, since h = N is invariant, under

the representation (j> defined by (2.4) is representable in a unique way by a

matrix <f>(ff)ESU(3). The corresponding frame transformation 5 of one sys-

tem (ey) to another can be described uniquely by a unitary, 3X3 matrix

® = O7/»+t'0J) as in (3.6') under the representation ^ of the tangent space in X

defined by (3.4). From the definitions of the representations <p and \p of vectors

respectively at a point pEX and in the orthogonal complement of N(p) in

'y we obtain the identity for corresponding frames (ey) and (N, ejdX)

u* = (udxy,

and hence the transformations of allowable frames satisfy the relation

Hff) = e = Hff)ESU(3).

Hence the manifold X with the covering by allowable, local tangent frames is

a special Hermitian manifold, as we set out to prove. In other words the first

Chern characteristic class c1 of every almost complex manifold obtained by

our method vanishes.

5. Examples of compact, complex analytic manifolds. We shall apply now

the results of §4 to construct some compact, complex analytic manifolds with

3 complex dimensions, that exhibit some interesting properties.

Let X' be a closed, hyperelliptic Riemann surface of odd genus g = 2h + l

(h^l). Without loss of generality X' can be considered as the algebraic curve

defined by the equation in the complex field

(5.1) w2=fk(z),

where fk(z) is an arbitrary polynomial of degree k = 2g + 2 = 4h+4, with no

multiple roots. The Abelian differentials of the first kind in X' are then given

by

co = <p(z)w~1dz,

where <p(z) is an arbitrary polynomial of degree at most g — l=2h: we shall

single out one such polynomial <p(z) of degree equal to h and in terms of it

take the following three differentials of the first kind,

1
coi = — (<£2(z) — l)w~ldz,

(5.2) co2 = d)(z)w~1dz,

1
u3 = — (02(z) + Vjw-Hz.

2i

The above construction was made in order to exhibit a closed Riemann

surface X' with three Abelian differentials of the first kind co, (j=l, 2, 3)

with the following properties:
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(a) linear independence;

(b) the three differentials satisfy the quadratic equation

2 2 2
(5.3) oil + w2 + cj3 = 0;

(c) there is no place (point) in EC' where the three differentials coy vanish

simultaneously.

It is clear that the three differentials chosen satisfy properties (a) and (b);

to verify property (c) we point out that it is obvious that wi and co3 can not

vanish simultaneously at any place where z is finite, so that there remains

only to check the two places where z becomes infinite: at each of those places

dz has a pole of order 2, w'1 has a zero of order 2h-\-2, and <b2(z) has a pole of

order 2h; hence neither coi nor co3 vanishes at either of the two places where z

is infinite, completing the argument.

Consider now the three real-valued functions of a place p'G EC'

(5.4) x'(p') = Re   [%,- (j = 1,2,3)

as defining for any fixed place po G EC' a real analytic mapping of the maximal

Abelian covering EC' of EC' into the Euclidean 3-space with Cartesian coordi-

nates x>. This mapping is regular, since the differentials wy satisfy property (c)

(see above); by a classical theorem attributed to Monge, Lie, and Weierstrass

(cf. [24, p. 184]) property (b) is equivalent to the statement that the func-

tions x'(p') (where p' is a point of EC' covering p'G EC') map X' locally into a

minimal surface (globally the image is, in general, everywhere dense);finally,

because of property (a), it follows that SC' is not mapped into a plane. This

method of generating minimal surfaces was studied extensively by H. A.

Schwarz [22] in connection with the Plateau problem. We remark in addi-

tion that the covering transformations of the image of EC' in the Euclidean 3-

space over the original Riemann surface EC' are given by translations of the

space, corresponding to the real parts of the periods of /wy.

Let X he the product manifold X'Xy" of the maximal Abelian covering

EC' of EC' with the real linear, 4-dimensional subspace y" of "y that is spanned

by the last four vectors of a fixed, canonical frame (/j0)); let F' be the regular

mapping of EC' into the 3-dimensional subspace *y' of *y that is spanned by the

first three vectors, defined by

(5.5) F'(p') = zZx(p')lT,
j-i

where x'(p') is defined from the corresponding, multiple valued function on

EC' given by (5.4), and let F be the product mapping of F' in EC' with the

identity mapping in y", as in Theorem 6. Since F' maps EC' locally into a

minimal surface in y', the almost complex structure induced by F on X is
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integrable to a complex analytic one.

Let Ti denote a 4-dimensional torus obtained by factoring from "y" a free

module generated by any four linearly independent vectors in y", and let X

be the product manifold 9C'XP4. Then X is a compact, oriented, 6-dimen-

sional manifold, whose maximal Abelian covering is X=X'Xy". To every

covering transformation of EC with respect to X there corresponds a trans-

formation of F(X) onto itself that comes from a translation in "y. Hence the

covering transformations of X preserve the complex analytic structure, as

well as the Hermitian metric and the allowable tangent frames (cf. Theorem

7); thus we arrive at the result that F induces on the compact manifold X

the structure of a special Hermitian, complex analytic manifold. We shall

now prove that X does not admit a Kahler metric. In fact, if X did admit a

Kahler metric, then, since the first Betti number Pi of X is 2g+4 (because

Bi(X')=2g and Pi(P4)=4), by Hodge's theorem (cf. [14, p. 200]) there

would exist Pi/2 =g+2 linearly independent, holomorphic, closed differential

forms on EC, which together with their complex conjugates would span

linearly (with complex coefficients) the whole, Pi-dimensional space of har-

monic 1-forms on X; of these g + 2 holomorphic forms g at least are known,

namely the injection in EC of the g Abelian differentials of the first kind in

EC', saycoi, • • • , co0; since these differentials vanish identically when restricted

to any toral submanifold {p'} X'y" (for each p'E EC' this is a complex analyt-

ic submanifold of EC), if EC admitted a Kahler metric, there would be two

more linearly independent, holomorphic, closed 1-forms, say co', co", with non-

zero integrals along the cyles lying in \p'\Xy". From the multiplicative

structure of the cohomology ring of EC it follows that the exterior 6-form SP

defined by

(5.6) <a = - iwi A «i A co' A «' A w" A 5>"

has a strictly positive integral over EC, from which we deduce that the holo-

morphic 3-form ft defined by

(5.7) 0 = coi A <o'A w"

is not identically zero. Since EC has the structure of a special Hermitian mani-

fold, the first Chern class c1 is zero, and hence the divisor of ft must be ho-

mologous to zero. But the divisor of ft is a union of complex analytic submani-

folds counted with positive multiplicity, since ft is holomorphic, and it is

known (cf. [17]) that a cycle of this type can not be homologous to zero in

a Kahler manifold unless it is itself zero. Hence the holomorphic 3-form ft

has no zeros. On the other hand the Abelian differential u>\ appearing as a

factor of ft in (5.7) certainly has some zeros (precisely of total multiplicity

2g — 2 in EC'), so that the divisor of ft in EC is nonempty, whence our assump-

tion that EC admits a Kahler metric leads to a contradiction.

Consider now a comparison between the manifold EC and the product com-
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plex manifold EC' X T* oi the Riemann surface EC' with any complex analytic

manifold Ti homeomorphic to a torus (e.g. by factoring out of the vector

space of ordered pairs of complex numbers a free module generated by any

four linearly independent translations). Then, since both SC' and Tl admit a

Kahler metric, so does the product manifold EC' X T*. Furthermore, since the

canonical divisor of EC' (see the discussion following Definition 3.3) is ho-

mologous to a point p'EX' counted with multiplicity 2g —2, and since the

canonical divisor of T* is zero, it follows that the canonical divisor of EC' X Ti

is homologous to (2g — 2)({p'} XT4). The two properties just described that

distinguish the two complex manifolds EC and SC' X T* from each other furnish

the first known examples of compact, complex manifolds that are differenti-

ably homeomorphic (preserving the natural orientation induced by the com-

plex analytic structure), but whose Chern characteristic classes are distinct,

and such that one, but not the other, manifold admits a Kahler metric. Exam-

ples of differentiably homeomorphic manifolds with almost complex struc-

tures inducing different first Chern classes were known previously, but, the

examples given here being complex analytic, we can give a negative answer

to a question raised by Hirzebruch [13, pp. 222-224 and 233], whether the

Chern classes of a complex manifold depend on the differentiable structure

and the orientation alone, and not on the particular complex analytic struc-

ture. The previous examples by Hirzebruch [12], of complex manifolds that

are differentiably homeomorphic, but not complex analytically isomorphic

had all the same Chern classes, and, since they could all be realized as alge-

braic manifolds, they all admitted Kahler metrics. We can thus state our final

result:

// a compact, oriented, differentiable manifold admits more than one complex

analytic structure compatible with the differentiable structure and the orientation,

then the Chern classes are not necessarily uniquely determined in the manifold,

nor is the property invariant, that a complex analytic structure in the manifold

admits a Kahler metric.

In conclusion it seems likely that the following conjecture may be true,

at least in the cases when the Chern classes are different from zero: 1/ SC is a

compact, complex manifold and F a differentiable homeomorphism (in the real

sense) of X onto an algebraic manifold EC' such that the Chern classes and the

orientation are preserved, then does EC admit a Kahler metric?
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